Study on optimal combination of stratified water injection in extra high water cut period
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Abstract: After several decades of mining, the block has entered the development stage of ultra-high water cut. Although the encryption adjustment and subdivision adjustment for different mining objects have been completed, the interlayer interference is still serious and invalid cycle still exists, making it difficult to develop and adjust. The subdivision adjustment of water injection well can further improve the production degree of various oil layers, effectively improve the utilization rate of water injection, and realize the adjustment of water injection well profile and water injection structure, which is one of the measures with low investment that can effectively improve the development effect of water flooding. To satisfy the needs of the reservoir, fine reservoir, operation based on the production dynamic data and based on the analysis of monitoring data, the application of multidisciplinary reservoir description technology, quantitative analysis of thin layered segment permeability variation coefficient, monolayer onrush of small layer in the paragraph number, interval number, sandstone thickness influence on subdivision adjustment effect, analysis of well test cycle and operation costs influence on economic benefits, A series of combination parameters of subdivision water injection interval are obtained, which can guide the subdivision water injection program, effectively alleviate the range of production decline and water cut rise, and provide technical support for fine tapping potential of water flooding in ultra-high water cut period.
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1. Question raising

As the oilfield enters the development stage of ultra-high water-cut stage, the water-cut difference between each set of layers becomes smaller and the water-well layer with high water content gradually increases. The injected water is easy to advance along the established dominant water-injection channel, forming the low-efficiency injection-production cycle, inhibiting the effective utilization of thin and poor layers and outer reservoirs, and aggravating the contradiction between layers and within layers. According to the data of isotope water absorption, the water absorption ratio of sandstone and effective thickness is 74.6% and 78.9% respectively. Among them, the water absorption ratio of sandstone and effective thickness greater than 2m is 95.0% and 95.3% respectively, and the water absorption ratio of outer surface is only 42.7%. The use of medium and low permeability layer is seriously disturbed. Water drive development adjustment is the basis of enough water injection, water injection well, to control water cut increase rate, slow down production decline, excavating remaining oil to the greatest extent, fine injection-production structure adjustment, and fine water injection interval, encryption layered testing, therefore, it is necessary according to the oil field reservoir characteristics, reasonable parameters of interval combination optimization, improve water flooding development effect.

2. Study on reasonable parameters in stratified water injection section

In order to quantify and subdivide the classification standard of water injection, the water injection status of stratified Wells and sections with continuous water absorption profile were investigated, geological parameters of sections with different utilization degrees were counted, and the statistical rule of utilization degree greater than 80% was obtained. The main demarcation index of the study is the proportion of sandstone working thickness, and the main parameters of the selected study include related parameters reflecting the heterogeneity between layers, the number of small layers in the section, and the thickness of sandstone in the section.
of water absorption increases significantly with the further decrease of the number of layers. When the number of small layers in the interval is less than 5, the utilization ratio of sandstone thickness reaches more than 80%.

2.3 Influence of interval sandstone thickness on production condition

It can be seen from the relationship between the thickness of sandstone in the interval and the proportion of producing thickness, that the proportion of producing thickness increases gradually with the decrease of the thickness of sandstone in the interval, and when the thickness of sandstone in the interval decreases to less than 6.5m, the proportion of producing thickness of sandstone reaches 80%.

3. Determination of reasonable number of layers

Theoretically, the more subdivided sections an injection well is, the higher the eOR value will be. However, in actual single well adjustment, the number of subdivided sections of a well is limited based on the parameters in the above sections. The reasonable number of subdivided sections should consider the development requirements, technological conditions, testing technology, economic benefits and other factors. Considering the cost of subdivision operation, stratified testing and deployment within the effective period, section sealing operation and other costs, when the injection well is subdivided into 5 sections, the input-output ratio reaches the maximum value, so the reasonable number of sections from an economic perspective is 5 sections.

Subdivision waterflood matching technology

In order to ensure the effect of layered water injection, the supporting technology needs to be further improved on the premise of satisfying the parameters in layers as far as possible. For thin and poor oil reservoirs, fracturing measures should be taken before subdivision to ensure that the water injection after adjustment is strengthened in place. The application of eccentric integrated water injection technology makes the oil layer with thickness above 0.6m subdivide. Constant current plug is applied to make the injection volume in high aquifer section not affected by the change of injection pressure, and ensure the injection volume control in the control section after subdivision.
4. **Subdivide the implementation effect of water injection**

According to the subdivision water injection technology limit, 98 water injection Wells were subdivided and adjusted in the adjustment area, 120 layers were added, and the daily water injection volume was increased by 1320m³. The average number of water-injection zones in a single well was adjusted from 3.64 to 4.86, and the average number of small zones in a well was 4.58, which decreased by 1.68 compared with before adjustment. The average thickness of sandstone in the section is 6.29m, decreased by 1.94m. The number of oil layers and sandstone production ratio of subdivided Wells with permeability less than 0.1μm² increased by 17.8 and 18.3 percentage points, and the average single well oil production of surrounding Wells increased by 0.3t, effectively alleviating the range of production decline and water cut increase.

5. **Conclusion**

(1) Subdivision water flooding can effectively alleviate the contradiction between layers, improve the production condition and control the production decline. It is one of the most economical and effective water flooding technology under the existing well pattern conditions.

(2) In the preparation of subdivision plan, considering the connectivity between subdivision well and production well, oil layer development, casing damage protection, long stop zone recovery and other factors, in order to achieve the development effect of over 80% oil layer utilization, the coefficient of variation between layers should be controlled below 0.72, and the inrush coefficient should be controlled below 1.23. The number of small layers in each interval should be controlled within 5, and the thickness of sandstone in each interval should be controlled within 6.5m. At the same time, the number of divided intervals should be controlled within 5, so the Wells below 5 intervals are mainly subdivided and adjusted, while the Wells above 5 intervals are mainly recombed and adjusted.

(3) The effective implementation of reservoir subdivision water injection depends on the simultaneous development of multi-disciplinary reservoir description technology, oil production technology and survey and adjustment technology.
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